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Cadets
Heat 1
Alex Whipday was on pole
position in Heat 1, Joe
nd
Slamon in 2 and Liam
rd
Yarwood in 3 . Alex set the

pace straight away half a
second faster than anybody
else in the race. He pulled a
7.5 second lead to take the
race win. Joe and Liam held

on to their starting positions
through a very close race
finishing just 0.2 seconds
apart.

an early lead as Jake looked
to struggle, Daniel Sherry
showed strong pace
matching Eric’s fastest lap of

the race and taking 2
position. Alex Whipday took
rd
3 after starting all the way
th
down in 7 .

had the pace straight away
passing Daniel on lap 3 for
the race lead. Daniel and
nd
rd
Jake finished 2 and 3 with
Dominic and Joe dropping

down the pack thanks to
some strong overtakes by
Borghini Lam.

Heat 2
Pole position for Heat 2 was
Jake Liptrott, this was always
going to be a close race with
nd
Eric Su starting 2 . Eric took

nd

Heat 3
Front row for heat 3 was
Daniel Sherry and Eric Su
followed by Jake Liptrott and
Dominic Roberts. Eric Su

Heat 4
Dominic Roberts on pole for
heat 4, alongside Joe
Slamon. Dominic held onto
pole position to take a lights
to flag victory, Eric Su came

th

through the field from 5 to
nd
take 2 place with Alex
rd
Whipday taking 3 after a
tough race with Joe who
th
eventually dropped into 5

position after being passed
by Borghini.

good start but Liam struggled
as he was passed straight
away by Alex Whipday, and
then again later in the race
by Daniel Sherry. 2 laps to
go Alex made a perfect

textbook overtake on
Borghini to take the heat win
and secure pole position for
the final.

Heat 5
Hoping to continue his strong
days racing Borghini Lam
was on pole position ahead
of Liam Yarwood and Alex
Whipday. Borghini got a

The Final
So Alex Whipday on pole
position with Eric Su
alongside. These 2 drivers
have been trading fastest
laps all day so it was bound
to be a good race. Eric got
the better start of the 2
st
drivers jumping into 1 place
and holding it to take the
race victory. Alex didn’t give
nd
up coming home in 2 place
5 seconds behind Eric.
Daniel Sherry had a good

rd

racing holding 3 position for
the entire race to take the
final step on the podium. A
close race between Liam
Yarwood and Jake Liptrott

ended in them finishing the
th
race just 0.3 apart in 5 and
6th

